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“We shape our tools, and afterwards our 

tools shape us.” Marshall McLuhan

A deep

into quantum economics



Portrait of Ada Lovelace at 20 

(New York Public Library)

It does not appear to me that cerebral matter

need be more unmanageable to 

mathematicians than sidereal & planetary 

matter & movements; if they would but inspect 

it from the right point of view. I hope to 

bequeath to the generations a Calculus of 

the Nervous System.

This it is calculated to effect primarily and chiefly of course, 

through its executive faculties; but it is likely to exert 

an indirect and reciprocal influence on science itself in 

another manner. For, in so distributing and combining the 

truths and the formulae of analysis, that they may become 

most easily and rapidly amenable to the mechanical 

combinations of the engine, the relations and the nature of 

many subjects in that science are necessarily thrown into 

new lights, and more profoundly investigated. This is a 

decidedly indirect, and a somewhat speculative, consequence 

of such an invention. It is however pretty evident, on general 

principles, that in devising for mathematical truths a new form 

in which to record and throw themselves out for actual use, 

views are likely to be induced, which should again react on 

the more theoretical phase of the subject. 

!



Traditional economics

Quantum economics

RA

RB

Hedonic calculus

You are here



What happens if we quantize economics?!

This does not mean emulating quantum physics

Money is a form of information that does not behave like a 

classical object

Quantum mathematics is about “information and probabilities 

and observables, and how they relate to each other” 

(Aaronson, 2013)

?



Quantum probability



Prob H12

Superposed state

Superposition

Classical: 1-norm, options are heads OR tails

Quantum: 2-norm, superposition state, heads AND tails

Prob T12

Pythagorean theorem

H12+ T12=1



Negative probability

Probabilities can cancel out!



Two coins

Two coins requires a 4-dimensional graph, 50 coins require a quadrillion dimensions

Quantum coins can be entangled, so e.g. only have HH or TT

Quantum computers take advantage of entanglement and interference to perform calculations



RA

RB

C-NOT gate flips lower 

qubit depending on state 

of upper control qubit

If the top qubit is 1 the bottom qubit is flipped

If the top qubit is 0 the bottom qubit remains unchanged

Applications?

A useful circuit

initial 𝟎 rotate                     entangle           measure

Output when measured 

is inherently probabilisticȁ ۧ0 ȁ ۧ1
Instead of H, T 

have ,



Graphics from Instant Economics (Orrell, 2021)

Early quantum computer



rotate 𝜑 = 90°

RA

RB

Debtor defaults Creditor collects Probability

No

Yes

No sin2 𝜑 = 1

Yes cos2 𝜑 = 0

Sovereign issues tally representing right to collect a debt

For the tally to have value, the creditor must be able to 

force the debtor to repay

It helps to have an army

does not collect



State

tax                                   salary

Suppliers Military
payment

Killer app

Main motivation for the spread of coin money in ancient Greece was 

the needs of the military, which was the state’s largest expense

Money is a powerful social technology – but rather than emerging 

from barter, it was forced and imposed at the sharp end of a sword



rotate 𝜑 = 90°

RA

RB

might default

does not collect

Debtor defaults Creditor collects Probability

No sin2 𝜃 = 0.95

Yes cos2 𝜃 = 0.05

No sin2 𝜑 = 1

Yes cos2 𝜑 = 0

Debtor in superposed state with 5% chance of default

But now the table makes no sense

rotate 𝜃 = 77°



RA

RB

Debtor defaults Creditor collects Probability

Yes Yes 0

No Yes cos2 𝜃 = 0.95

Yes No sin2 𝜃 = 0.05

No No 0

C-NOT gate flips lower 

qubit depending on state 

of upper control qubit

If the top qubit is 1 (so no default), the bottom qubit is 

flipped to  0   (collects) and so on

The tally is now correctly valued with a discount of 5% 

– as long as there is no counterfeiting!



The United States Secret Service was 

originally formed in 1865 as part of the 

Department of Treasury, with the specific 

mandate of stopping counterfeiting



RA

RB
power

uncertainty entanglement

money



Aristotle thought money was sterile and 

should not “breed” but we ended up with 

a breeder reactor

Product: asset price inflation, inequality

Banks make loans on real estate, this adds to 

money supply, used to buy more real estate, and 

so on ...

System needs to grow continuously to pay 

interest on debt



Questions so far?

How is money destroyed?

Relation between money and energy?

Why model as quantum?

How is this an improvement over mainstream approaches?

What is entanglement?

Doesn’t quantum theory only apply to subatomic particles?

Couldn’t you do this with a classical computer?

How is this useful?

How will quantum affect my business?

What is the weather right now in Toronto?

Will quantum economics help me become rich?

My university doesn’t teach quantum economics – why?

Does quantum economics only apply to very tiny amounts of money??



To default, or not to default

The debt circuit is quantum because the value of the debt depends on 

debtor who is modelled as being in a superposed, undecided state

Neoclassical economics assumes (approximately) rational behaviour –

but just as the value of a tally depends on the subjective mental state 

of the debtor, so “objective” decisions depend on subjective context

The same quantum circuit can be used to model a range of cognitive 

phenomena that elude classical treatment, such as: 

order effect (responses depend on question order)

preference reversal (change mind depending on context) 

mental interference (e.g. cognitive dissonance)

John Barrymore as Hamlet (1922)

?



RA

RB

Context

Rational

Context can represent a preceding event, beliefs about another person, or any subjective factor

In neoclassical economics it is assumed to have no effect on the decision or the outcome

This is your brain on 

neoclassical economics



RA

RB

Context

Rational

This is your brain on 

quantum economics

Right hemisphere “sees each thing in its context” (McGilchrist, 2009)

Incompatibility between concepts can lead to mental interference effects – or creative solutions!

Aha moment!



This is two brains on 

quantum economics

Context

Rational

Context

Rational !

?



This is a computer on 

quantum AI

Kondratyev (2020) Non-Differentiable Learning of Quantum Circuit Born Machine with Genetic Algorithm



Photonics device from Quantum Dice to compute option prices using a quantum walk

SPS = single photon source, BSA = beam splitter 

array, PD = photon detector unit, PU = processing unit

This is a beam of light on 

quantum economics



“What we need is a new operating 

system for our economy.”

Anders Indset, Quantenwirtschaft

Quantum is the language of money, and 

can be used to model transactions, 

economic decisions, stock markets, 

options, and so on

Provides a framework for discussing 

topics such as money creation, power, 

subjectivity, and financial entanglement, 

all of which are downplayed or ignored 

in mainstream economics

Increased adoption of quantum 

computers will “exert an indirect and 

reciprocal influence on science itself” –

and on businesses

“Finance bears a striking resemblance 

to the quantum world … One way or 

another, finance will catch up.” The 

Economist (Nov 6, 2021)



Words Numbers

www.postpythagorean.com

www.linkedin.com/in/dorrell





RA

RB

rotate 𝜃

rotate 𝜑

Top qubit represents state for first 

question (Clinton)

Bottom qubit is shift in framework 

for second question (Gore)

Clinton Gore Probability

Yes cos2 𝜃 = 0.60

No sin2 𝜃 = 0.40

Yes cos2 𝜑 = 0.90

No sin2 𝜑 = 0.10

Cognitive entanglement – the order effect

Survey results show that responses 

depend on question order 

Example: Clinton/Gore trustworthy? 
(Wang et al, 2014)  



RA

RB

rotate 𝜃

rotate 𝜑

The results are now linked and 

sensitive to the question order

Other applications in cognition, 

game theory, and so on

Clinton Gore Probability

Yes Yes cos2 𝜃 cos2 𝜑 = 0.55

Yes No cos2 𝜃 sin2 𝜑 = 0.05

No Yes sin2 𝜃 sin2 𝜑 = 0.04

No No sin2 𝜃 cos2 𝜑 = 0.36

C-NOT gate flips lower 

qubit depending on state 

of upper control qubit




